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 German Jews' religious life in the late 19th and early twentieth century 
included unique and widespread musical traditions. From the chorshul tradition, 
encompassing a rich repertory of western European choir music composed especially 
for liturgical practice, to the domestic singing around the table of Zemirot or Hagada 
songs, including a variety of melodies which were part of a family tradition spanning 
many generations. Musical traditions such as these served as an inseparable part of 
the cultural identity of German Jews.  

Zemirot Shabbat are a unique musical custom originating in the middle ages, 
enhancing the domestic Sabbath atmosphere. As such it serves as an intimate 
individual moment in traditional Jewish life distinguished from other religious 
practices taking place in public spheres. However the musical choices of the 
individual have a collective and communal aspect as well. Different families have 
shared Zemirot repertories, based on their common locality, family connections and 
their shared experience in educational frameworks. These shared repertories brought 
those singing the same Zemirot melodies to feel part of a larger imagined community.  

Although a certain degree of overlapping did exist – meaning that Zemirot 
melodies could be sung in synagogue and vice versa – paraliturgical songs sung at 
home, specifically Zemirot, seem to have been more permeable to external influence 
than liturgical traditions. Idelsohn notes this in his discussion of Jewish music and 
brings German musical traditions as an example of this phenomenon, noting that 
"Indeed the home-song was Germanized long before this was done with the 
Synagogue song." According to Idelsohn even before synagogue music in Germany 
was reformed, in the 19th century, domestic traditions incorporated the music of the 
surrounding. Zemirot melodies sung by German families were far removed from 
protestant and catholic table songs (Tischlieder), but have a similar musical idiom to 
German folk songs, folk dances and – from the 19th century onwards– musical theatre 
and opera. The common musical characteristics of German Zemirot melodies and 
many German folk songs include the major scale, clear tonality, a melodic structure 
based on clear harmonic rest points and symmetric phrases and parts. 

The obvious affinity of German-Jewish Zemirot melodies' to non-Jewish 
musical language was seen by Abraham Zvi Idelsohn, the founding father of the 
research of Jewish music as artificial and far removed from what he considered 
"Jewish music", 

The songs of German Ashkenazim thus far analyzed can by no means be considered 
"folk- songs" either in style or in content of the texts, for they bear the artistic 



endeavors of individuals. Neither do the melodies show any Jewishness, for they are 
as a rule adopted from the German popular song. Indeed the home- song was 
Germanized long before this was done with the Synagogue song. Rich Jews used to 
engage Christian music teachers to teach their daughters German vocal and 
instrumental music…At social gatherings and joyous occasions they would sing 
German folk and popular songs of vulgar contents called Huren lieder, to the greatest 
chagrin of the rabbis, thus we see that the German Jews continued to be strongly 
influenced by German music despite Ghetto walls and social separation."   1

In German Jewish Zemirot performance practice certain Zemirot texts received 
more musical attention than others, with Kabbalistic texts, popularly sung at the 
Hassidic Shabbt table (such as Rabbi Luria's "Atkinu Seudata" "Azamer bishvahin", 
and "Bnei Heichala") absent from the German Zemirot ritual altogether.  

Yaacov Rothchild names three "distinguished" melodies sung by German Jews every 
Friday night: "Yom Ze Leyisrael", "Ya Ribon Olam" and "Sur Mishelo" to which 
countless German Jewish melodies were set to. In some families, certain or even all 
Zemirot were sung only on the longer, earlier Friday nights of the winter, and were 
omitted from the shorter summer Friday nights.   2

A number of Zemirot melodies were common to many German speaking families and 
were part of a larger regional tradition of German- Jewish Zemirot, among them 
"Zamaa Nafshi","Yom Ze Leyisrael" and "Zur Mishelo". However this musical map 
question reflects musical traditions which were unique to smaller regions and were 
sung and known only by those living in these areas. 

 Idelsohn, Jewish Music, p. 385. 1

 Ibid., p.100. Winter was defined from Šabat Brešit till Šabat Hagadol, hence between the festivals of 2

Sukot and Pesah. 


